Experimental study and numerical investigation of particle penetration and deposition in 90° bent ventilation ducts
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1. Introduction

As people spend more and more time in the indoor environment nowadays, the particle pollution in a ventilation system can be a major threat to human health [1]. Better understanding of the particle distribution and deposition status in ventilation ducts is thus necessary and important to help improving indoor air quality.

Inside the HVAC system, the bend section is commonly used to connect straight ducts and change flow direction. Considering the complex circumstances in turbulent bend flows, experimental analysis of the particle behavior becomes quite challenging. The velocity distributions of airflow and particle flow in bends were firstly focused by earlier experimental studies (Kliafas and Holt [2], Yang and Kuan [3]). Following that, the penetration behavior of a particle through 90° bends was reported by Pui [4], McFarland et al. [5] and Peters and Leith [6]. From the limited previous experimental studies, it is found that the particle penetration rate has a relationship with Stokes number in the 90° bends. Recently, Sippola [7] investigated particle deposition velocity in the bend section and found that particle deposition in turbulent bend flows was often greater than in straight ducts for equal particle sizes and air speeds.

Nowadays, computational fluid dynamics (CFD) has become an efficient and robust tool to reveal the particle phenomena in turbulent flows, and several numerical studies on particles in bend flows by using CFD were reported. Berrouk and Laurence [8] performed a well-resolved LES to compute the deposition efficiency of aerosols in a turbulent circular cross-section bend flow. Particles with Stokes number that ranges between 0.005 and 1.5 were concerned. Breuer et al. [9] predicted the aerosol deposition in 90° bends using LES and an efficient Lagrangian tracking method and they found the particles can closely follow the continuous flow for low Stokes numbers. Tian et al. [10] employed the Lagrangian model, together with a particle-wall collision model, to study the effects of wall roughness on particle rebound behavior. Our previous work [11] studied the particle distribution and concentration in a 90° bend flow by incorporating a particle-wall impact model. In the numerical studies of particle deposition in turbulent air flow, the Renormalization Group (RNG) k-ε model was usually employed to solve indoor duct turbulent airflow due to its relative simplicity and robustness [12]. Meanwhile, the particle phase was normally solved by the discrete trajectory approach (Lagrangian method), which had been successfully validated in the previous studies as reported in [13–15].